ARE YOU A

DATA ANALYTICS
CONSULTANT
WITH A STRONG AFFINITY
WITH ANALYTICS, BIG DATA
AND DASHBOARDING?

Need a new challenge?
Private and public companies have the same challenge. How to deal with digital technologies, the increasing amount
of data, and the use of data analytics to continuously monitor performance and make improvements for an excellent
service. Möbius helps companies deal with the strategic challenges posed by the new market conditions. We have a
relentless energy to pursue our ambition to become a leader within the domain of data analytics for all sectors.
Do you share our commitment and belief? Don’t hesitate and read on!

Our perfect data analytics consultant
Has an advanced degree in Operations Research,
Computer
Science,
Engineering,
Applied
Mathematics, Physics, Quantitative social sciences
or related field.

Has an entrepreneurial spirit to share our vision
about data analytics and a predictive and/or
descriptive analytics mindset with the ability to
apply analytical and creative thought.

Has proven technical experience in predictive
analytics, machine learning, optimization, and some
of the following technologies R, Python, SQL, stata,
MATLAB, SAS, Spark, AWS, Tableau, Power BI…

Has strong intrinsic problem-solving skills, ability
to structure and solve problems, and conduct
and interpret analysis independently, with
demonstrated analytic and quantitative skills.

Your perfect employer
Offers you the ownership
to develop a highly focused
analytics team, where you will
be able to express your talent
and know-how on multiple
challenging assignments.

Offers a unique remuneration
package and benefits (such as a
company car, laptop, insurance
package, etc.)

Offers you an entrepreneurial
culture that inspires a focus on
the bigger picture, providing an
unmatched level of knowledge,
customer focus and collegiality

Offers flexible working hours

Offers many educational
opportunities and the chance to
pave your own career path

Offers you the opportunity
to be part of a highly focused
Operational Excellence &
Supply Chain team

Möbius believes in your passion and talent. Apply now!
Send your resume and motivation letter to jobs@mobius.eu
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